
Miami Fabric Show / Exhibitor Shipping Information Sheet
Show Days: Tuesday, March 28 (10-6) & Wednesday, March 29 (9-4)
Setup Day: Monday, March 27 (3 to 7PM), also Tuesday, (7:30 to 9:45AM)

Overview of Shipping information - 
All shipments to the Miami Fabric Show at the Miami Airport Convention Center are handled
by the UPS Store at the MACC. Hotel Guests must also ship to the UPS Store.

The EXHIBITOR INFO page of TheFabricShows.com is updated with forms.  
Available for DOWNLOAD is the UPS Store Brochure (the detailed booklet provides information on
all services provided by the UPS Store at the MACC - e.g. packaging, and printing services). 
Note store hours, contact information, and cc form. Also, read terms and conditions.

There are handling charges for the UPS Store to receive and deliver your boxes to your exhibit
space at the Miami Airport Convention Center (MACC) which is attached to the Doubletree Hotel
and the Merchandise Mart.. The UPS store is located on the street level adjacent to the hotel lobby
in the connection concourse between the hotel lobby and the Merchandise Mart.

The UPS Store fee includes delivery of your package to your booth for setup.
Per box charges - 1 to 50 lbs = $10, 51 to 100 lbs = $20. 

Packages are accepted and may be stored at the UPS Store for up to 7 days after package arrival.
**$1 extra per day storage fee will be applied after the 7th day. 

Hotel Guests: The UPS store will accept  (free of charge) 1 or 2 small packages such as en-
velopes, or small box,  per hotel guest - these packages are for pick up by the guest during UPS
Store hours only. Do not send anything to the hotel - everything goes to the UPS store only. 

You must pay the handling charges (fee in and out) for the UPS store to deliver and pickup from
your exhibit space after the show. You may use any carrier. The handling fees are the same -
whether you ship via UPS or another carrier. 

SHIP TO:
YOUR COMPANY NAME
MIAMI FABRIC SHOW booth #_________
UPS STORE AT MACC
755 NW 72ND AVENUE, PLZ 20
MIAMI, FL 33136

NOTE: We suggest you attach 1 or
more 8 x 11 sheets of paper with your
Company Name, Miami Fabric Show,
and booth # in large type on all pack-
ages. If shipping more than one pack-
age - also mark 1of 2, 2 of 2 - etc. This
will help locate your boxes quickly. 

The Miami Fabric Show management takes no responsibility for your shipments, tracking, or payment of any
shipping/delivery related charges. Please write to info@TheFabricShows.com - if you have any questions after review-
ing the UPS Store Brochure.  Thank you!

Shipping Out: Bring your shipping labels to attach for return shipments - all items left for pick up
and shipping MUST BE LABELED PROPERLY.  Your Carrier’s shipping labels must be attached. If
needed the UPS store will assist with shipping labels and printing - there are additional fees


